
SENATE No. 25.

Resolutions

Concerning the proposed Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States.

Whereas, The constitutional amendment now proposed by
congress, is unsound and’dangerous in principle, since, practi-
cally speaking, it allows the white race of the rebel territory of
the United States, by itself and alone, to constitute and organ-
ize states, and concedes to such states the right to disfranchise
races and classes of men, for capricious reasons, if they will
only submit to the penalty affixed : therefore,

Resolved, That to ratify said amendment, is consenting to
the re-establishment of that very aristocracy—a white man’s
government—out of which grew the rebellion.

Whereas, Governmental protection for any class is always
commensurate with the direct control such class has over gov-
ernmental action, by the exercise of political rights, said
amendment is ungrateful, unjust and dangerous, in allowing
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the disfranchisement of negroes; since, after calling them to
our side during the war, we thus give them back disfranchised
into the unlimited control of their former masters, —men more
embittered against them, by the very fact of their adhesion to
us and the nation ; therefore,

Resolved, That it does not become Massachusetts to ratify
the amendment.

Whereas, The great change which has taken place in the
situation and circumstances of the nation, since the adoption
of this amendment by congress, renders it very probable, if
not certain, that the amendment cannot become,—and, in the
opinion of many prominent men, once its supporters, ought not
to become,—a part of the constitution; therefore,

Resolved, That it is not wise or necessary to take any action
upon it.

Whereas, in practical statesmanship it is unwise for states
to commit themselves to principles until events demand it;
and, u'hereas, the principles involved in this amendment, even
if, strictly speaking, not so unequal, aristocratic and unjust as
has been alleged, still are indisputably of a most vital character
and momentous influence : therefore,

Resolved, That while there is so little probability that the
amendment will at present become part of the constitution, it
is unwise by a formal ratification to bind oui'selves to principles
which events may soon show us to be most unsound, and thus
cripple ourselves in emergencies which seem likely soon to
occur.

Whereas, Said amendment, though not originally so
intended, has been very generally so regarded and discussed by
leading journals and prominent men, as the basis of a final
reconstruction, as an offer by congress, the acceptance of
which by the white race in the rebel territories would entitle
them to admission as states; and, whereas , if any such con-
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structiou could ever have been put upon it, said offer long ago
ceased and was void by their refusal to accept it; therefore,

Resolved, That as the ratification of said amendment in
such circumstances might place Massachusetts in a false posi-
tion, and make her liable to be gravely misunderstood, it is
safest to take no action on this amendment, unless it be to
reject it.

Whereas, Massachusetts disfrancises every man who cannot
read and write; and, whereas, this amendment refuses her the
right to do so, except on condition that all such persons shall
be no longer counted in her basis of representation ; therefore,

Resolved, That it is inconsistent with the avowed policy of
the Commonwealth to ratify said amendment.




